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Abstract 
According to the segmental anchor hypothesis within the 
Autosegmental-Metrical approach, tones are aligned with 
segmental boundaries of consonant and vowels in the acoustic 
domain. In prenuclear rising pitch accents (LH*), the rise is 
assumed to occur in the vicinity of the accented syllable it is 
phonologically associated with. However, there are 
differences in the alignment patterns within and across 
languages that cannot be captured within the AM approach. In 
the present study, we investigate the coordination of tonal and 
oral constriction gestures within Articulatory Phonology. 
Therefore, we model the coordination of prenuclear LH* pitch 
accents in Catalan, Northern and Southern German with 
respect to syllable production on the basis of recordings with a 
2D electromagnetic articulography. We provide an extended 
coupled oscillators model that allows for balanced and 
imbalanced coupling strengths. Based on examples, we show 
that the observed differences in alignment patterns for 
prenuclear rising pitch accents can be modelled with the same 
underlying coordinative structures/coupling modes for vocalic 
and tonal gestures and that surface differences arise from 
gradient variation in coupling strengths. 

Index Terms: dynamical systems, tonal alignment, tonal 
gestures, oral constriction gestures, computational model of 
variability, imbalanced coupling 

1.� Introduction 

1.1.� Tonal alignment in the AM approach 

Within the Autosegmental-Metrical (AM) approach, tones are 
associated with tone-bearing units of the textual string, such as 
stressed syllables in German pitch accents. The tonal 
alignment research extended this concept by developing the 
segmental anchoring hypothesis, measuring patterns of co-
occurrences of pitch movements with boundaries of the 
segmental string in the acoustic dimension [1-6]. Segmental 
anchoring and the related measures of co-occurring events in 
the tonal and segmental string are not meant to be a direct 
reflex of the phonological categorization: Tonal association is 
categorical and low-dimensional (phonological 
representation), while tonal alignment is continuous and high-
dimensional (phonetic representation).  

Figure 1 provides an example for the alignment continuum 
of prenuclear rising pitch accents (LH*) measured on the 
acoustic surface for Northern German, Southern German 
(Viennese) and Catalan, adapted from [6,7]. The figure 
provides the respective acoustic alignment patterns for L and 

H* in terms of F0 turning points relative to segmental 
boundaries in the textual string. The patterns show that the 
nuclear rises are aligned earlier in Catalan than in the German 
varieties. Within the German varieties, the alignment is earlier 
in Viennese than in Northern German. Differences are subtle 
but consistent, and all of them are likely reflecting the same 
phonological categorisation [8]. 

 
Figure 1: Tonal alignment patterns with acoustic segments for 

nuclear rising accents in Catalan, Vienna German and 
Northern German.�

 
In the AM approach, L and H are associated with a tone-
bearing unit. This is usually the accented syllable, carrying the 
tone. However, in the examples shown above, the H peaks 
always fall outside of the accented syllable on the unstressed 
syllable when looking at the acoustic surface. In Catalan, the 
H peak occurs at the end of the consonant of the unstressed 
syllable, while it occurs at the end of the following vowel of 
the unstressed syllable in Northern German. In terms of a 
phonological association in the AM framework, we might 
state that L is phonologically associated with the left periphery 
of the unstressed syllable in Catalan and with the right 
periphery in Northern German, but this analysis is not very 
convincing. The picture is even more complicated when 
comparing Northern German and Viennese German. In both 
varieties, the rise is aligned with the vowel in the unstressed 
syllable, but it occurs at the beginning of the V segment in 
Viennese German and at the end of the same segment in 
Northern German. It is somewhat problematic to express all of 
the phonetic variation through differences in phonological 
associations, because such an approach seems to over-
complicate the theory and raises the question of whether we 
can arbitrarily add categories to a theory whenever a new 
surface pattern is observed [8]. It our aim to exemplify how to 
treat variability within a dynamical account.  

1.2.� Coordination of tonal and oral gestures in AP 

Articulatory Phonology [9, 10] decomposes speech into a set 
of potentially overlapping units, articulatory gestures. The 
temporal organisation of gestures can be modelled by a 
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network of coupled oscillators [11-17]. Within this self-
organized network, each gesture is associated with an 
oscillator (or clock) and the oscillators are coupled to one 
another in a pairwise fashion. In the planning process of an 
utterance, coupling between the oscillators forces them to 
settle into a stable timing pattern. In execution, the oscillators 
then function to trigger the initiation of a specific gestures that 
they are coupled to. There are two coupling modes: gestures 
start either at the same time (in-phase, relative phase 0° of a 
gesture’s oscillator) or one after the other (anti-phase) relative 
phase 180° of a gesture’s oscillator). Figure 2 schematises 
different coupling structures for different syllable structures. 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Coupling graphs (top) and related gestural scores 
CV, VC and CCCV syllable. Solid lines (green) mark in-phase 

coupling and dashed lines (red) mark anti-phase coupling.�
 
In a CV syllable, C and V gestures are associated with in-
phase coupling. They start at the same time, but the V 
movement is slower and on the acoustic surface, we get the 
impression of a CV sequence. In a VC syllable, the V and C 
gesture are associated with anti-phase coupling, i.e. they are 
initiated sequentially. In a C1C2V syllable, with a branching 
onset, the coupling forces compete with each other. Both Cs 
are in-phase with the V, but in anti-phase with one another. 
This coupling structure leads to a rightward shift C2 towards 
the following V and a leftward shift of C1 away from it. In a 
prototypical form, it is assumed that coupling forces are equal 
in strength, leading to symmetrical shift pattern on the surface 
representation.  

Within the AP framework, F0 control is accomplished 
through tonal gestures, which are analogous to oral 
articulatory gestures [18, 7, 19, 20]. Therefore, tonal gestures 
can be directly coupled to syllable-internal gestures such as 
consonants and vowels in terms of in-phase and anti-phase 
relations. For Catalan and Viennese German, different 
coupling structures/topologies have been suggested for 
prenuclear rising pitch accents, LH* [7]: (i) In Catalan the 
high tonal gesture is coupled in-phase with the V gesture and 
anti-phase with the low tonal gesture. On the acoustic surface, 
the start of the rise co-occurs with the beginning of the 
syllable. (ii) In Viennese, a competing coupling structure is 
assumed, i.e. both tonal gestures are coupled in-phase with the 
V and anti-phase with one another. This leads to a later rise on 
the acoustic surface. However, the different coupling 
structures cannot account for the differences between Northern 
and Southern German, when equal coupling strength (i.e. 
balanced coupling strength) is assumed.   

1.3.� Aim of the present study 

In the present study, we model prenuclear rising pitch accents 
LH* in Catalan and German varieties (Northern and Southern) 
by assigning the same coordinative coupling structure for the 
tonal and oral constriction gestures. To account for the 
observed variation in the output pattern, we adjust the 

coupling strength parameter that comes for free with a coupled 
oscillators model, which allows for imbalanced coupling 
strengths between gestures. We do this by using examples for 
each language and variability. 

2.� Method 
Articulatory recordings were collected with a 2D 
Electromagnetic Articulograph (Carstens AG100). The 
kinematic data were sampled at 400 Hz, downsampled to 200 
Hz and smoothed with a low-pass filter at 40Hz. Sensors were 
placed on the upper and lower lip, tongue tip, tongue blade, 
and tongue dorsum. The articulatory data was annotated 
within the EMU Speech Database System [21]. Landmarks in 
the articulatory domain for consonantal and vocalic gesture 
were identified in the vertical plane. The onsets and targets 
(local minima and maxima) of the respective tonal, 
consonantal and vocalic gestures were labelled using zero-
velocity crossing in the velocity curve. The recordings of the 
datasets are related to [6, 7]. For the modelling of the tonal 
alignment data we used the recordings of 3 speakers (Northern 
German, Vienna and Catalan).  

The speech material consists of disyllabic target words 
(CV.CV) that were embedded in carrier sentences (mini-
dialogues) for German (1) and Catalan (2). All target words 
were elicited in contrastive focus condition and carried a rising 
(LH) pitch accent.  
 

(1)� Q.: Hat sie die Nanni oder die Mahmi bestohlen) 
(lit: Has he the Manni or the nanni robbed?) 
A: “Er hat die MAHmi bestohlen” (lit: He robbed 
the Mahmi).  

(2)� Q: Va venir la Mimamila? (lit: Came the 
Mimamila?) 
A: “No, la MiMAmi” (lit: No, the Mimami) 

 
To model differences in the alignment of the tonal target 
relative to articulatory targets, we used the following 
variables: the start (L) and the target of the tonal rise gesture 
(H) relative to the onset of the vocalic gesture (LV and HV).  

3.� The coupled oscillators model 
The extended model we used is based on a standard 
implementation of the coupled oscillators model of 
Articulatory Phonology [22, 23], schematized in Fig. 3 below. 
In this model, consonantal gestural planning oscillators are 
anti-phase coupled to one another and are in-phase coupled to 
a vocalic planning oscillator. The potential functions and 
forces for in-phase (V+/F+) and anti-phase (V-/F-) coupling 
are shown in Fig. 3A, 3B. The relative strengths of these 
forces determine a stable equilibrium of relative phase for the 
oscillators. Relative phases can be viewed as angles on the 
phase circle (Fig. 3C), or as distances in time between any 
given phase of two oscillations (e.g. peaks, as in Fig. 3D). 
Prior to utterance initiation, the relative phases of the 
oscillators evolve towards a stable equilibrium. Once all 
relative phases have stabilized (arrow in Fig. 3E), the gesture 
corresponding to each planning oscillator is initiated when the 
oscillator reaches a phase of 0 (i.e. arrows in Fig. 3D). Note 
that the frequency (f) of the oscillators and their relative 
phases determine the temporal pattern of movement initiation, 
where ΔC1V = ɸC1V/(2πf) and ΔC2V = ɸC2V/(2πf). 
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In prototypical, canonical implementations of the coupled 
oscillators model, coupling forces are assumed to be balanced 
in two ways: (1) the strength of the anti-phase force and the 
average of the in-phase forces are equal: (b/â = 1), where â = 
(a1+a2)/2; and (2) both consonantal gestures are in-phase 
coupled to the vocalic gesture with equal strength (a1=a2). The 
relevant matrix of coupling strength parameters is shown 
below. We refer to the anti-phase to in-phase ratio (b/â) as the 
the strength of anti-phase coupling relative to in-phase 
coupling, and the difference between a1 and a2 (i.e. a1-a2) as the 
coupling difference. The condition that a1=a2 is referred to as 
balanced coupling. 

Under the assumption of balanced coupling, the stabilized 
relative phases of C1/C2 to V are ɸ = ±π/3. The balanced 
coupling model always generates LE/RE shifts which are 
equal and in opposite directions. In addition to the balanced 
coupling model, we optimized two expanded models, in order 
to assess whether apparent deviations of empirical data could 
be accommodated by gradient variation in coupling strength 
and perturbations which bias measurements.  �
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Both of the expanded models allowed for a non-zero coupling 
difference, i.e. imbalanced coupling.  

4.� Results 
In our model, we assign the same coordinative patterns for 
tones and oral constriction gestures in Catalan and the German 
varieties. To account for differences of the acoustic surface, 
we assigned different coupling strengths between the tonal and 
the vocalic gesture to model the different patterns. We 

assumed that the mechanism of imbalanced coupling strength 
can account for variation in tonal alignment across languages 
and dialects, making an analysis which posits distinct tonal 
categories in our view is unnecessary.  

Figure 4 shows the coupling patterns in the dynamic 
articulatory model and the respective acoustic outcome for 
Catalan, Viennese and Northern German. Our model holds 
that the low tonal gesture and the high tonal gesture in an LH 
rising pitch accent are both coupled in-phase to the vowel, and 
for perceptual recoverability, the tonal gestures are anti-phase 
coupled with one another. This forms a complex coupling 
structure of competing coupling forces between L, H and V, 
analogous to the modelling of branching onsets on the syllable 
level. While the underlying coordinative structure is invariant 
in our model, the coupling strengths between tonal gestures 
and the vowel can vary. These were optimized to fit the 
surface timing patterns.  Note that because we did not have an 
empirical measure of the onset of the L tone, we assumed that 
the low tonal gesture is initiated at a constant interval 
preceding the vocalic gesture, which we determined as the 
average V-to-H onset interval. The different strength 
parameters for LV and HV coupling for one speaker in 
Northern German, Viennese German, and Catalan in terms of 
coupling matrices are displayed in Figure 4A. For the 
Northern speaker, stronger LV coupling compared to HV 
coupling results in a long delay of the initiation of the H tonal 
gesture relative to the vocalic gesture. On the acoustic surface 
(see Fig. 4C), this corresponds to a late alignment pattern. The 
Viennese speaker had more balanced LV and HV coupling, 
and thus exhibits a more symmetric shift of L and H onset 
relative to V onset. In contrast, the Catalan speaker showed a 
stronger HV coupling leading to the relatively early initiation 
of the H gesture.  

 

 

Figure 3: Overview of the coupled oscillators model of the c-center effect. (A) In-phase (V+) and anti-
phase (V-) relative phase potentials. (B) Forces on oscillator phases are the opposite of the derivative 

of the relative phase potential. (C) Planning oscillator phases at time t=0.100. (D) Planning 
oscillations over time; arrows indicate when each oscillator triggers activation of the corresponding 

gesture. (E) Relative phases over time; after stabilization the oscillators trigger the initiation of 
gestural activation. (F) Gestural scores. (G) Tract variables. 
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5.� Discussion and conclusion 
We have shown that in a dynamic model the same topology of 
network organisation can generate variation in the timing of 
pitch accents in Catalan, Viennese and Northern German (in 
line with [18,7,19]. More specifically, in our model we assume 
that the tonal gestures, L and H, are coupled in an in-phase 
mode to the V in the accented syllable (the tone-bearing unit) 
and in an anti-phase mode with respect to each other. This 
assumed coordinative structure can account for two effects: 
first, since we are dealing with coordinated movements instead 
of co-occurrences of tones and segments, we can generate a 
pattern in which the H peak falls outside the accented syllable 
(the tone-bearing unit), due to the competitive structure of the 
tones and the V (triggering H later than V with respect to the 
accented syllable). Secondly, by allowing for imbalanced 
coupling strength in the coordinative organization, differences 
in tonal alignment on the acoustic surface were modelled. 
While Viennese shows a balanced coupling strength pattern, 
the dominance of the L-V coupling (stronger L-V coupling) in 
Northern German leads to relatively late alignment of the H 
peak on the acoustic surface. Vice versa, the dominance of the 
H-V coupling (stronger H-V coupling) in Catalan leads to an 
early alignment of the H peak. 

We assume a coupling of the tonal gestures to the V 
gesture of the accented syllable (in line with the 
Autosegmental-Metrical approach of the V gesture carrying 
the tone). The coupling of the two tonal gestures with the V 
gesture has the advantage that we do not need a further 
explanation why – on the phonetics surface – the peak falls 
outside of the accented syllable. Thus, the late peak is the 
result of an underlying phonological coordination pattern and 
not a result of the co-occurrences between F0 turning points 
and segmental boundaries. A larger database is necessary to 

 
 

 
prove the concept. But it is our primary aim to point out a way 
how to treat systematic variability in speech production within 
in a dynamic system and relate it to traditional phonology 
theory. 
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